NOTIFICATION

All HODs/In charges (UTD)/Principal (affiliated Colleges) are informed that cut list of upcoming examination for UG/PG/B.Ed/B.Ed (Spl) has been uploaded on exam portal. Subject correction, if any, will be entertained till 25.05.2020 without any fee.

Controller of Examinations

Endst No. CBLU/COE/2020/ 761 - 764
Dated : 06/05/2020

Copy of the above is forwarded to the following for information and necessary action.

1. P.S. to Vice-Chancellor (for kind information of the Vice-Chancellor), CBLU, Bhiwani
2. P.A. to Registrar (for kind information of the Registrar), CBLU, Bhiwani
3. In charge, Computer Centre for uploading on the University Website.